


Agenda
• Welcome and recap on Task Force vision

• What’s happing in project data analytics

• Task Force updates

• The Power of Data for long lasting change – Bentley Systems 
and Major Projects Association

• The Grand Idea

• Q&A



Recap
Project performance when measured against 
time, cost, scope and benefits is unacceptably 
low.  

Traditional approaches to codify best practices 
through lessons learned is not working.

Data analytics now has the power and methods 
to inform project decisions and practice.  But the 
world of projects has been slow to adopt – issues 
with data access, data quality and data literacy.

Our whitepaper (Sep-20) set out a vision for 10 
fold improvement in project performance within 
5 years through data analytics.

It set our a roadmap based on a collaborative 
approach through a Task Force comprising six 
workstreams.
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The Task Force Team

Some members are stepping down 

or are on hold for the moment.

Alex Budzier Greg Lawton Jennifer Osbaldestin Ben Jones Stuart Coleman Darren Jaundrill



What’s Happening in 
Project Data Analytics?



What’s happening in project data analytics?

• nPlan have been supporting the community for 3 years

• Pushing the boundaries on schedule analytics

• Just secured £10m funding from Alphabet

• There are others in the pipeline too

• Demonstrates the potential 

• Opportunity for the Task Force to be an enabler for more start 

ups



What’s happening in project data analytics?

• Report: Getting started in project 
data analytics

• Project data maturity model

Data Advisory Group

• Technical architecture operational

• Various initiatives underway, GIRI, 
productivity and others

• Hack 8 demonstrated the 
opportunities in opening up data

• Next steps will formalise initiatives 
and operational procedures 

• Construction Data Limited 
now incorporated

• Board is operational



• Numerous reports mention project 
data

• Opportunity to shape how we 
leverage data

• Need to put the concepts into 
practice

• Engaging with PAC

• Exploring broader engagement

What’s happening in project data analytics?



What’s happening in project data analytics?

• Every 2 months

• >100 people

• 17 teams

• Inspire, upskill, create collateral



What’s happening in project data analytics?

• Community website live will be 
live on 29 March

• Forums

• Developing a community portal 
for code and PDA solutions

What solutions can you 
contribute?

We move quicker together than alone



Workstream Updates



Engagement

Aware
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Comms enablers  (e,g. 
website social media)

Getting Started Guide

Funding Strategy, 
Steering Group ToR

Steering Group 
appointed

Engagement Workstream

Engagement

Research

Data 
Quality

Governance & Funding

Comms materials (e.g. 
messaging, presentations)

Comms heartbeat 

Landscape and stakeholder analysis

People and organisations

Completed Started, on track Started, but concerns         Started, but late           Not started

1

1

2

2

Foundations
• Comms operational 
• Stakeholders aware and interested 

Steering Group 
Candidates

Ready step up
• Stakeholders engaged and committed 
• Initiatives resourced

Funding and 
collaborations 

secured
Outreach and volunteers

Collaboration strategy Funding requests

Data 
Access

Content and comms

Skills Solutions

Comms/engagement needs

Allocation of volunteers

Reports/Outputs



Skills



Skills Workstream

Leader

Project 
Control

Subject Matter 
Expert

Generalist

Project 
Data 

Analytics

Make the case for change

Prepare for the future

Listen to the project heartbeat

Align, collaborate, incorporate

Build a framework



Skills Workstream



Data Structure



Data Structure Workstream
Open for new 

members



Data Access



Data Access

Willingness
Confidence

Ability



Data Access Roadmap

Data Access

1. Business Case
5. Promote & 
support

6. Vision & Strategy

Develop draft frameworkDevelop draft
(note: Integrate with engagement workstream too)

Develop questionnaire on why, 
how, & what

Run questionnaire

Review & workshop findings 

Reflect on testing of assumptions

Connect with ODI and understand 
what they & others are doing

(note: Integrate with engagement workstream)

Pilot framework

2. Landscape 

Consultation and feedback gathering 

Longitudinal analysis & maturity

Completed Started, on track Started, but concerns         Started, but late           Not started

Regular reporting mechanism

Improvements to Framework 

1 3

1

2

2

1st report covering:
• Landscape review and survey
• Business case for data
• Data Access Framework & recommendations

Maturing the ‘how’

Consideration of other data access 
challenges

Sept

2nd report covering:
• Updated report 
• Findings from first framework use
• Additional case studies

Update 
capabilities

Broader landscape review for Project Delivery 

Produce landscape report and what 
this means for PDA data access

Report on findings & 
update other outputs

Publish Framework

Put Framework out for use & 
ongoing consultation

Marketplace development,  
matchmaking

June

3. Framework 

4. Test assumptions

Revise Framework

Update & publish 
(alongside Landscape & framework)

Feedback loop to update 
Framework



Solutions Development



Solutions Workstream



Turning problems into solutions

Solutions for you

Marketplace 
for free Apps

Requirements 
into 

Knowledge 
Graph

Challenges  
from you



Research



Meet the Research Workstream Team

Jo: is a Deputy Director at the Environment Agency and leads a team of programme and contract managers, and a team of

environmental and sustainability managers. Jo is an advocate of making best use of data analytics to improve the

productivity of project delivery.

Ron: is a Senior University Teacher at the University of Sheffield in project management and over 20 years of project

management experience across financial service, education, agriculture, and energy focused on technology transformation

initiatives with large multinational organizations. He has a strong interest in data storytelling/visualization.

Breda: Breda Ryan is the Director of Programme Controls Function at Jacobs Major Programmes and Projects Group. She

supports EMEA infrastructure clients with tailored PMO solutions. She is a change advocate, passionate about 21st century

programme controls and is often heard asking the “so what” question to drive meaningful output from data.



Workstream Role & Work Ahead (2021)

1.Exploration of various components 
of PDA as a performance technology 
for project improvement. This 
includes predictive analytics, 
artificial intelligence and machine 
learning techniques

2.Identification & dissemination of 
industry best practices focused on 
PDA to support organizational 
awareness and adoption

3.Provide insights on emerging trends 
in the PDA domain to inform policy 
and strategy within the project 
management profession

The 
workstream’s 

objectives 
are:

The Research workstream is 
interested in collaborating 
with industry professionals 
on the following themes for 

the year 2021-2022

Horizon Scanning: Understand 
project professionals’ views 

regarding PDA, opportunities 
for adoption, challenges, and 

overall impact on practice.

Identification of Best 
Practices: Industry Stories 

professionals to tell regarding: 
application of PDA within their 

organizations 



Upcoming Activities

The Research workstream upcoming activity-1 for the 
period April to Sept 2021 is as follows:

a. Call to Action Information 

b. Horizon Scanning: Gain an understanding into project 
professionals’ views regarding PDA, opportunities for 
adoption, challenges, and overall impact on practice.

Data capture Request 
Form re: areas of 

interest

Collation of interest 
areas by theme

Assignment to 
workstream team

Invitation to 
participate

Activity-1: Workflow



Power of Data Report
Why Data is Critical to Delivery Net Zero



The Power of Data For Long-Lasting 
Change

• A study by Bentley Systems for the Major Projects 

Association in consultation with its members

• Brings together two critical issues facing the 

world of major projects

• Urgency of climate change

• The role of data in unlocking project performance



Key Findings - Context

• Action on international agreements

• The impact of major projects on climate change

• ESGs going beyond the enterprise

• Financing of major projects



Key Findings - Projects

• The issue of data silos

• 82% deploying digital workflows across 

projects

• 63% using four or more separate systems

• Only 36% have connected data 

environment (within the enterprise)

• Action needed

• Data leadership

• To go beyond digitising current practices 

and establish an open data environment 



Grand Idea
How Projects Can Use Data to Deliver Net Zero



Problem

Project:Hack

“What can we do to 
make a difference in 
achieving NetZero?”

Our Proposal: Use our collective superpowers 
to deliver projects more effectively and help 

alleviate climate change.



Question to answer

Specific questions

• As professionals what can we 
do in our own sphere of 
influence?

• How well are we doing and 
what can done to make the 
biggest impact?

• What impact are the myriad of 
strategies and policies around 
NetZero having on what we do 
and how we do it?



First phase in advance of 
COP26

1. Stimulate and motivate
- Carbon Self-Evaluation

2. Capture and share 
wisdom

3. Empower through 
information

4. Prioritise the Task Force 
workstreams

Individually and collectively we have 
the answers

We want to support you to make a 
difference



Leading up to and 
following COP26

• Inform the profession

• Challenge decision 
makers

• Develop data driven 
solutions

With your support we can 
influence the profession and 

the sectors we work in



How to play a part
1. Provide your immediate 

feedback in the chat during 
the Q&A 

2. Volunteer at 
contact@pdataskforce.com

3. Get involved and use your 
energy and superpowers

4. Complete and promote the 
Carbon Self-Evaluation

Together we will 
make a difference

Hackathons Project:Meetup



Q&A
Please use the chat function to ask any questions 

regarding the Task Force or Grand Idea



Feedback for Today

Please provide feedback for todays event

https://bit.ly/3ro5Lbo



Closing Talks



https://pdataskforce.com/contact-us
Join now and make a difference:


